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‘One of the most misleading factors in history is the practice of historians to build a story exclusivel
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sent into any foreign wars.’
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ONE

Christmas Day, 1940.
Winston Churchill sat propped up against the pillows of his bed. The room was cold, a sullen
December sky rattling at the mullioned window, but the old man didn’t complain. The foul weather
had kept the bombers at bay last night. Peace on earth, at least until tomorrow.
A servant entered the room carrying a pair of freshly ironed trousers on one arm and a silver tray
on the other. Frank Sawyers was short, hairless, with piercing blue eyes and two missing teeth. He wa
no more than forty years in age yet his attitude was timeless.
‘Did you knock?’ Churchill’s brow was split by a crease of irritation.
‘As always, zur,’ Sawyers said, a trifle wearily and with a pronounced lisp and Cumbrian burr.
‘And what’s that disgusting green stuff?’ The Prime Minister took off his reading glasses and
used them to indicate the jar on the silver tray. ‘No medicine, do you hear me? I’ll have none of your
quackery. I’m not ill.’
‘Chutney. Home-made. By way of me Christmas present to yer, like. With season’s greetings.’
Churchill stared at the jar, his blue eyes alert as though suspecting some plot. Sawyers had a
knack of producing exotic and unexpected gifts, even through the constraints of wartime, and
Churchill knew that no matter how alarming the sour green pickle might appear, it would taste
delicious. He didn’t have the knack himself; he’d given only books for presents, and mostly his own
books at that.
As he approached the bed, the servant glared at Nelson, the patch-eyed cat who lay sprawled
across the eiderdown at Churchill’s feet. Nelson possessed a foul temper that had grown ever more
unreliable from spending too many nights in Downing Street during the air raids, and Sawyers’
loathing for the cat had grown with the number of scratch marks left on the back of his hands. He gav
the beast a wide berth as he placed the tray on the bedside table and dealt with the refreshed trousers.
Then he took down a vivid red silk bathrobe that was hanging on the back of the door.
‘Not yet,’ Churchill said, ‘I’ve not finished my papers.’
‘You’ll be late,’ the other man insisted. ‘Family’s already gathered round fire, and if you’re not
down there soon, Mr Oliver will be on serenading us all with his piano music.’
‘Bloody racket.’
‘Exactly,’ Sawyers agreed, holding up the bathrobe in the manner of a matador tempting a bull.
‘Not now, not now,’ Churchill said, shaking the paper in his hand. ‘D’you know there’s a Nazi
battleship on the loose in the southern Atlantic?’
‘I dare say it’ll still be there after luncheon.’ The servant stood resolute. ‘You can sink it then.’
Churchill was contemplating the next phase of this battle for domestic supremacy when, in some
distant part of the old house, notes began to cascade from a piano and a baby started to cry. Instantly
Nelson sprang from his warming place at the old man’s feet, arching his back in displeasure before
strutting from their view. Churchill had been deserted by his last remaining ally. Sawyers barely
stirred. Only the rustle of the silk robe and the elevation of the left eyebrow suggested he was
claiming victory.
Churchill cursed. His concentration was broken and nothing more would be achieved that

morning. He had lost the battle of the bathrobe. He heaved himself from his bed, scattering papers in
his wake, and, ignoring his servant, stomped off in the direction of the bathroom.

It was known as Chequers Court, an age-mellowed manor house constructed of red brick and
surrounded by parklands and beech woods in the Chiltern hills, some forty miles to the north-west of
London. It was graced by ambitious chimneys, loose windows and a system of heating that, in
deference to the ancient timbers, remained totally inadequate. Chequers had once belonged to Mr and
Mrs Arthur Lee, who had no children and therefore no lasting use for the property, so in 1921 they ha
handed it over to the nation complete with all its furniture and fine paintings as a country retreat for
whoever was Prime Minister of the day. A year earlier the occupant had been Neville Chamberlain, a
proud but inadequate man who remained mercifully unaware that the dogs of misfortune were already
on his trail and would soon tear him apart. Calamity had got him first, then cancer, and only six week
ago they had buried him. Dust to dust. So the keys had been passed to Winston Churchill, who had
summoned three generations of his family to spend Christmas with him in his new retreat. It was to b
a special occasion, one that everyone present would remember, although, in hindsight, not for all the
most comforting reasons.
Sawyers had risen before six that morning to make sure that everything was in proper festive
order. The fire in the Great Hall had been lit, the boilers stoked, the baths run, breakfast served in the
bedrooms, the great dinner prepared on a scale that was prodigious. Hitler’s U-boat campaign in the
Atlantic was supposed to be starving the country into submission, but the German Fuehrer had
apparently failed to take into consideration the legendary Mrs Landemare, who was in charge of the
Chequers kitchen. She was short, exceedingly stout, and married to a renowned French chef, but her
prime loyalty was directed towards the Prime Minister, whose gastronomic demands were notorious.
Breakfast was taken in bed and often consisted of chops as well as bacon and a glass of something red
while what followed throughout the day would have left the regulators at the Ministry of Food reeling
in horror. There wasn’t supposed to be much food around, but Churchill had a lot of good friends, and
so did Mrs Landemare. As a consequence the huge bleached wooden table that ran down the centre of
the kitchen was now piled high like that of a medieval court. The first course—an entire smoked
salmon, half a dozen lobsters and several pots of duck terrine—had been provided by parliamentary
colleagues, all anxious to display their loyalty and show off the extent of their country estates. The
dessert that sat at the end of the table was a thickcrusted pie filled with apples from the orchards at
Churt, the home of a previous Prime Minister, David Lloyd George. Churchill’s own family home at
Chartwell had been the source of most of the fresh vegetables, sent up by train, while as usual Mrs
Landemare had made up any shortfall from the contacts she maintained below the stairs of several
other country estates. But the pride of place in this year of famine was occupied by the turkey—an
enormous beast, sent on the instructions of the dying Viscount Rothermere as one of his last mortal
acts, perhaps in repentance for the appalling things his newspapers had often written about Churchill.
It had been plucked, stuffed, basted, and was now roasting under the watchful eye and moist brow of
the blessed Mrs Landemare.
‘Unusual large, cook,’ Sawyers had said as he’d watched her thrusting chestnut stuffing deep
inside the bird.
Mrs Landemare had given a defiant twirl of her white cap to keep the perspiration from dripping
into her eyes. ‘What were you expecting me to give him for his Christmas dinner? Toast? Anyhows,

Mr S, we might find there’s even a couple of mouthfuls left over for the likes of us.’
‘Wouldn’t want it to go wasting, cook,’ he’d said. ‘I might even be able to find a bottle of
something to go with it, like.’
‘You are a man after my own heart, Mr Sawyers, so you are,’ she had exclaimed, smiling. She
didn’t mean it, of course. Sawyers was unmarried and always would be—‘a gentleman’s gentleman,
one of those who lisps to port,’ as she would explain it to friends, ‘but there’s nobody else on God’s
earth who can deal with Mr Winston the way that he can.’
And so long as Mr Winston was happy, he wouldn’t miss an occasional bottle. Ah, but as for Mr
Randolph, the son, he was altogether another matter…
Randolph Churchill, the sole, much-excused and overindulged son of the Prime Minister had
been expected to arrive at Chequers the previous evening, Christmas Eve, but a hurried phone call ha
offered some vague excuse about pressing duties—easy enough to concoct, given his status as an
officer in No. 8 Commando and a newly elected Member of Parliament. But Sawyers was sceptical.
The younger Churchill hardly ever passed through his constituency and his regiment was notorious fo
its careless habits; the only landmark Randolph and his fellow officers could be relied upon to hit
while on exercise was the officers’ mess. That, in Sawyers’ eye, was not enough to condemn him—it
seemed little more than aristocratic excess, the pampering of the privileged class—but there were
other reasons why Sawyers reserved for ‘his master’s little echo’ the contempt that only servants can
manage to keep out of sight of others. The first was the man’s spitefulness. It wasn’t for Sawyers to
moralize if Randolph decided to spend the night his son was born in the arms of another man’s wife,
but to make it so blatantly obvious was unnecessarily cruel. Like burning beetles. And there was a
more personal reason. Even after all the years Sawyers had served his father, after the many times
he’d been forced to help the son to his bed, take off his soiled clothes, clean up after his excesses, he
knew that Randolph didn’t even know his first name. Didn’t care. Wasn’t important. For the younger
Churchill, Sawyers was as insignificant and expendable as old orange peel.
He arrived that morning, shortly before his father came down and while the rest of the family
including his young wife Pamela was gathered round the log fire, singing carols. He appeared, darkeyed, dishevelled, and told them he had spent the night on some railway station platform waiting for
his train. That was possible, as a matter of fact, but doubtful as a matter of habit. Hardship wasn’t
Randolph’s style. But Sawyers would find out where he’d been sleeping, given a few days. The
network that operated below the stairs of all fashionable homes—the same one that made up for any
shortages in Mrs Landemare’s kitchen—would also make up for any shortcomings in Randolph’s
explanation. The man simply didn’t realize that the servants knew. Could tell whether a bed had been
slept in, by how many and to what purpose. The telltale signs on a freshly laundered sheet were as
clear to a chambermaid’s eye as an elephant’s rump, and if the chambermaid knew, the news would
get round the scullery faster than a mouse.
Yet, for the moment, there was harmony. Sawyers stood guard as the family sang their carols, le
by the old man, who had a voice that sounded as if it had been broken on a capstan. It was as close as
Churchill got nowadays to his son-in-law, Vic Oliver, who was playing the piano. Oliver had never
truly been part of the Churchill family scene; he was a music-hall comedian who had been born an
Austrian and who was now a naturalized American citizen. It was difficult to count the number of
reasons why Churchill held reservations about him: he was brash, he was so much older than
Churchill’s daughter, Sarah, he had been married twice before. He also preferred to crack jokes for a
living when in Churchill’s view he should have been cracking German skulls. Oliver used words like
‘cute’ and ‘Britisher’. In retribution, Churchill had given him a copy of Fowler’s Dictionary of

Modern English Usage. But mostly Churchill’s antipathy was because of the effect Oliver had on
Sarah. She had always been a perfectionist, desperate for applause and approval—it was one of the
reasons why she had become an actress—yet she could never persuade herself that she merited any
measure of her success. She had rushed into marriage, but it had only caused her sense of inadequacy
to grow worse. She was beautiful but fragile, while Oliver was domineering. It had left her limping
like a butterfly with a broken wing.
The eldest daughter was Diana. She had the same blue eyes and auburn hair of Sarah, inherited
from their father, yet Diana was as reticent as her father was extrovert, as sensitive as he was bullish.
When the Churchill family was at play, to most outsiders it seemed as though they were at war, and a
such moments Diana would withdraw to the sidelines and wait to tend the casualties. Her husband,
Duncan Sandys, was constructed of sterner stuff. He was a Member of Parliament and a colonel on
active duty, and she clearly adored him, but marriage was never an easy option in the Churchill
family.
Only Mary, the youngest, seemed completely at ease, more down to earth than any of them, her
family path beaten flat by the struggles of those who had gone before. As they exchanged presents,
they fussed over Pamela’s baby, Churchill’s first grandchild, still only ten weeks old, and when it wa
time for the King’s radio broadcast they stood for the National Anthem, then sat on the edge of their
seats as they waited for one of his terrible stutters to tangle his words—all except Randolph, who
relaxed in the folds of his armchair with a whisky. But His Majesty didn’t falter, announcing that his
countrymen could look forward to the New Year with sober confidence. Well, some of them, at least.
When the King had finished they were at last released to the dining room. ‘Pour the wine,
Sawyers!’ the old man instructed. As the first dribble of golden liquid fell into his glass, he grabbed
the bottle, trying to decipher the label. ‘Where are my reading glasses, Sawyers? What have you done
with them?’
‘I suspect you’ll find ‘em in yer top pocket.’
‘Dammit,’ Churchill said, fumbling for his elusive glasses, ‘so what is this you’re trying to
poison us with?’
‘An excellent hock. A gift to yer from Mrs Chamberlain. From the late Prime Minister’s persona
cellar.’
‘German, is it?’
‘That’s right. Given him by an admirer.’
‘Ah, one of von Ribbon-top’s bottles, I’ll be bound.’
‘I’ll throw it away, then.’
‘Steady on, it’s a pre-Nazi vintage, I’ll say that much for it,’ Churchill said, peering at the label.
‘A shame to get rid of it before we’ve had a chance to taste it. So damn the Fuehrer and pour, Sawyer
What are you waiting for, man?’
‘Damn the Fuehrer, zur.’ The servant moved along the table, filling glasses and condemning the
Fuehrer at every turn, ignoring the scowls of Clementine who, even after so many years of enduring
blasphemy at her table, still insisted on showing her displeasure.
‘And God save us from the bloody Bolsheviks,’ Churchill added, pulling apart a lobster.
A considerable quantity of Mr Chamberlain’s hock had been tested by the time Sawyers brought
in the turkey, laid out upon a huge wooden carving dish.
‘A fine specimen, Sawyers,’ Churchill pronounced, nodding at the bird.
‘Indeed, zur.’ The servant sharpened the carving knife as Mrs Landemare and a maid carried in
dishes of vegetables.

Randolph took the opportunity to raise his glass in mock salute. ‘Meleagris gallopavo. The
turkey. About the only useful thing the Americans ever sent us. That and tobacco.’ He swallowed
deep. ‘Such a fundamentally useless nation.’
‘Randolph!’ his mother snapped in reproach. ‘You forget. Your grandmother was American.’
‘And we shouldn’t attack those who extend the hand of friendship,’ his father warned, more
softly, but the son swirled the green liquid in his glass as though to excite the argument. The rest of
them knew what to expect. Sawyers stared in warning at Mrs Landemare and the maid, who vanished
like ghosts at dawn.
‘It seems to me a strange sort of friendship, Papa, that ends up with our pockets being picked an
our Empire held to ransom.’
‘That is a wholly reprehensible remark.’
‘And holy fact. You know it is. They’ve bled us dry. Filched every last penny from our pockets
until we’re practically bankrupt.’
‘Please don’t argue with your father, not today,’
Clementine said, knowing her words would prove entirely useless.
‘Mama, we are penniless. Quite literally. Not a bean.’
‘You always exaggerate, Randolph.’
‘Papa, please tell Mama what happened when you wrote to Roosevelt the other week to tell him
our reserves were exhausted.’
Churchill looked in despair at the turkey.
‘Papa, please…’ Randolph insisted.
‘Shall I carve, zur?’ Sawyers said, forcing his way into the conversation. ‘A bit o’ leg, Mr
Randolph, or do you prefer breast?’
But the younger Churchill was not to be diverted.
‘Mama, we told the President we had next to nothing left, down to our last fifty million in gold.
So what did he do, this so-called friend of ours? He sent one of his own destroyers to South Africa to
collect the entire bloody lot. He thinks Papa is Santa Claus!’
‘We owed him the money for war matériel. He was in a most difficult position,’ Churchill began
defensively. But already Randolph was rushing past him.
‘No, Papa. We are in the difficult position. And he takes advantage of us.’
‘He is a great friend.’
‘Gossip on the circuit is he doesn’t even like you.’
‘You may deal in gossip, Randolph, but I must deal in hard facts!’ Churchill responded irritably
‘And the fact is, Papa, that we’ve paid him every last shekel, and he sends us nothing but junk.’
‘Destroyers. He sends us destroyers,’ Clemmie intervened.
‘Junk!’ Randolph spat. ‘The only ships he sends us are rust buckets from the last war which are
so old they’re already obsolete. Do you know, Mama, that before we get them they have to be
officially certified by the US Navy as being useless? And they bloody are.’
‘The President has to operate within the laws of his country and under the eye of a sceptical
Congress,’ Churchill responded. ‘His hands are tied.’
‘Papa, Papa.’ The son raised his own hands in operatic despair. ‘The time for excuses is gone.
That might have washed while he was running for reelection, but now he’s won. Back in the White
House for another four years. Roosevelt is tied by nothing but his own timidity.’
‘His people do not want war.’
‘Our own people don’t want war!’ Randolph banged the table in anger. ‘We seem to have got it

nonetheless.’
Churchill chewed on his unlit cigar. As so often, buried in the midst of his son’s excess lay an
unwholesome chunk of truth, like gristle running through meat. Roosevelt had promised his people
peace, had told the mothers of America again and again—and then again—that their boys were not
going to be sent to any foreign war. It was politics, of course, democracy at its most base, the lowest
common denominator, but there came a point where you judged a man not simply by his words but by
his habits. And it worried Churchill more deeply than he cared to admit how the US President had
fallen into the habit of ignoring his messages. His silences could no longer be explained away as
electoral distraction, that was now gone, the barrier surmounted, yet since the election a few weeks
earlier there had been a remarkable chill in the wind that had blown from Washington. Roosevelt
hadn’t even replied to Churchill’s telegram of congratulation, and his debt-collecting methods had
come to resemble those of an Irish landlord rather than a Christian friend. And that was the point, for
Churchill clung to his view that he was fighting not just for the narrow interests of Britain but on
behalf of a shared cultural tradition that crossed the Atlantic and stretched back two thousand years
and more. Yet Roosevelt would have none of it. It seemed America wanted only to be paid.
‘Carve the bloody turkey, Sawyers,’ Churchill said. ‘And let’s pretend it’s Christmas.’

Arguments over lunch were nothing new and Christmas still had many hours to go in the Churchill
household, yet it was never fully to recover its spirit. Indeed, the day was eventually to founder
completely, ruined by events that had taken place some weeks beforehand and in another part of the
world.
The SS Automedon had set sail from Liverpool on 24 September 1940, bound for Singapore and
Shanghai with a beggar’s muddle of a cargo consisting of crated aircraft, motor cars, machine parts,
cigarettes and many cases of whisky. It seemed likely to be an unexceptional voyage.
She wasn’t a ship of much note in anybody’s logbook, a twenty-year-old ocean workhorse with a
tall funnel, a single screw and a crew of English officers helped out by mostly Chinese deckhands. By
mid-November the Automedon was some two hundred and fifty miles off the coast of Sumatra when,
late one night, her radio operator picked up a distress call from a Norwegian merchant vessel. The
signal said that she was being followed by an unknown ship; a little later the Norwegian reported that
she had been stopped, after which—nothing. Total silence. It was a strange incident, but these were
strange times and the affair caused more curiosity than concern to the Automedon’s Captain Ewan.
However, it was enough to ensure that when an unidentified ship appeared at first light some distance
off the port bow, Ewan spent a considerable time peering through his binoculars at the vessel. The
stranger was flying a Dutch flag, innocent enough, and Ewan could see what looked like women
hanging out washing on lines stretched across the foredeck. She was drawing slowly closer. McEwan
concluded that the vessel was a friendly merchantman, much like dozens of others the Automedon had
passed since leaving Liverpool.
They were on parallel courses and only a couple of thousand yards apart when the new vessel
suddenly increased speed and identified herself as the German raider Atlantis. At the same moment,
she fired a warning shot across Ewan’s bow. He had been duped. He immediately ordered his radio
operator to send a distress signal, so the Atlantis began to pour round after round into the Automedon
in a desperate attempt to prevent the signal being completed and her location discovered. The Germa
assault was totally successful. After being hit twentyeight times in less than three minutes, the

Automedon lay listing and defenceless, her radio silenced, her captain killed on his bridge and her fat
entirely unknown to the wider world. The Kriegsmarine had claimed one more victim.
The Automedon was a small ship, little more than seven thousand tons, yet in time her loss was t
change the course of the war. Indeed, in time, it would change the world.

None of this was known to the Churchills when, around midnight, they gathered in the Long Gallery,
room filled with the smell of smoke and old books that stretched along the north front of Chequers to
form its library. That night, behind its blackout curtains, it had been transformed into a makeshift
cinema.
‘You shall sit beside me, Pamela,’ Churchill said to his daughter-in-law, patting the seat next to
him on the sofa while the others searched around to find themselves comfortable perches, all except
for Clemmie, a most reluctant participant in any of her husband’s late-night frolics, who had long
since bidden them farewell and departed for her bed.
‘A special treat for Christmas,’ Churchill told Pamela, as Sawyers erected the screen and fussed
over the projector. ‘There is a friend of mine, Mr Alexander Korda, a Hungarian who makes very fine
films. He and I are much alike. He loves cigars. He is often broke. And he is always impeccably
dressed.’
Pamela wanted to giggle. She doubted if Mr Korda had gravy stains running down the lapels of
his jacket.
‘He has sent me his most recent work,’ her fatherin-law continued. ‘It’s not yet been released to
the public. It’s about Horatio Nelson. I’ve even given Mr Korda some advice on the matter—oh, just
few words here and there to place in the admiral’s mouth.’ He waved his brandy glass in a simulation
of modesty, and began to address her as though she were a public audience. ‘You know, at the openin
of the last century when Napoleon’s armies dominated the continent, the people in these islands of
ours fought on alone for many years. At times it seemed impossible that they should prevail, until
Nelson rallied them to the cause. Now it seems that history wishes to repeat its great cycle, and once
more we search for our Nelson.’
‘Some of us think we’ve already found him,’ she replied, smiling and taking his soft hand.
His eyes began to mist. ‘You know, my dear, you are a most unusual pearl. I shall never know
how Randolph found you, let alone persuaded you to marry him.’
Perhaps it was better that the old man never knew. The truth was that Randolph had picked
Pamela up on a blind date and proposed to her the following night. Married six weeks later, just as wa
had broken out. It was only afterwards that she discovered she was the eighth woman he’d pursued
with the prospect of marriage in less than a month. Oh, it was one of those things that happened in
wartime. For young soldiers such as Randolph, war had a brutal simplicity. They expected to die, so
every long night, every available woman, was taken as their last. They didn’t so much embrace the
moment as grab it in both hands, and in the rush the common standards and decencies were often
thrown to one side. But the British were ridiculously inept at the soldierly traditions of rape and
pillage, so instead they hurried to churches and register offices, hoping to find in their marriage beds
something that was worth fighting and dying for.
But Randolph hadn’t died. He was there in an armchair, picking his nose and demanding another
drink from the ubiquitous Sawyers. Yet for all his shortcomings he had introduced her to a new world
that took her breath away. Eighteen months ago Pamela had been an unsophisticated teenager from

rural Dorset with nothing more on her mind than flower arranging and the occasional midnight fumbl
with a taxi tiger; now she found herself at the epicentre of a war. When she had first met Randolph, h
father had been an outsider, distrusted by his colleagues and despised by many, yet now he was the
Prime Minister, and that made everyone in the family a target. He’d warned them all. If the Germans
invaded, he had told them, they should fight to the very end. ‘With bullets, with bayonets,’ he had
declared.
‘But, Papa,’ she had said, ‘I don’t know how to use a gun.’
‘Then go to the kitchen and find a carving knife! You know how to use a carving knife, don’t yo
woman?’
He could be such a little boy at times. Perhaps that was why they got on so well. They could both
still enjoy the enthusiasms of being children, she because she hadn’t yet grown up, and he because in
some ways he never would.
‘Enough time-wasting, Sawyers,’ he now told the valet. ‘Out with the bottle and on with the
show!’
‘It’s on table beside yer.’
‘What is?’
‘Yer brandy.’
‘Ah, what a charming coincidence. Then what are you waiting for?’
Lights were switched off until there was nothing but the glow of the wood-stoked fire and the
flickering of the film. Soon they were immersed in the tale of Nelson and his mistress, Emma
Hamilton, a dancer and woman of questionable virtue who came to captivate the warrior’s heart. The
actress was Vivien Leigh.
‘She is extraordinarily beautiful,’ Churchill whispered in Pamela’s ear. ‘So very much like you.’
Beside her on the sofa, Pamela felt the old man melt as England was shown friendless, alone, its
armed forces denied supplies, with nothing to eat, a country fighting for its survival and little other
than one man’s determination to keep it from succumbing. Yet, as Emma pointed out, England seeme
so insignificant, ‘just a tiny little bit’ on the globe compared with the might of the enemy that had
spread so far across the map of Europe. Her eyes lit up with wonder as she was told in reply: ‘…there
are always men who, for the sake of their insane ambition, want to destroy what other people have
built. And therefore this “tiny little bit” has to send out its ships again and again to fight those who
want to dictate their will to others.’
Pamela felt her hand being squeezed with almost painful force as the words showered from the
screen upon Churchill. She knew they were the words that he had written.
So the images flickered and the ships went out once more to confront the European tyrant, willin
to be blown to bits in the hope that the enemy would be pulverized to even smaller pieces. England
expected it of them. Then Nelson, mortally wounded at the moment of his supreme triumph, paid the
price that freedom so often demands.
‘Thank God I have done my duty,’ he gasped, his words melting into the strains of ‘Rule
Britannia’ and shouts of victory from those Englishmen who had survived.
In the glow of the firelight, Pamela could see tears streaming down the old man’s face. They we
still there when the last foot of film had passed through the gate and was clattering around its reel.
‘That is how I should like to die,’ Churchill whispered. ‘Such a fine ending.’
She knew he was being completely sincere.
He disappeared into the folds of a huge silk handkerchief. Pamela decided it would be ungraciou
to point out that he’d noticed only the Boy’s-Own bits of the film and that the final moments had

concerned themselves not with the glories of Nelson’s death but with the demise many years later of
Emma as an ageing alcoholic sprawled piteously on the wet cobbles of some foreign port. It wasn’t
just the men who paid a price in war.
The clocks had long since chimed two. Sawyers damped down the fire. The filmgoers were
stretching their legs and preparing to depart for bed when, from somewhere in the distance, the sound
of a motor-car engine carried on the frozen night air. Churchill suddenly grew still. A change came
over him, like a dog sensing danger that he couldn’t yet identify. But a motor car meant a new
message, and on this day and at this time of night, the message could mean only one thing.
Disaster.

‘Couldn’t it wait?’ the old man enquired, his voice beginning to rasp with fatigue and anxiety. But he
already knew the answer. Sir Stewart Menzies, known simply as ‘C’ in the corridors of power, was th
head of Churchill’s Secret Intelligence Service. It made him one of the most powerful men in the
country; he hadn’t dropped by at two in the morning simply for the large whisky and cold grate that
greeted him in the Hawtrey Room.
‘I’m sorry, Prime Minister.’ Churchill’s spymaster unlocked a briefcase and extracted a slim
manila folder, which he placed on the table and smoothed open. ‘You won’t have heard of the
Automedon, I suspect. No reason why you should. But it’s been sunk by the Nazis.’
Churchill glared defiantly, waiting for the bullet to strike him.
‘It happened last month, on her way to Singapore. Small cargo of car bits, cigarettes, whisky, tha
sort of thing.’
‘I suspect the distilleries will be able to resupply them,’ Churchill responded slowly, hoping
words might quell the sense of unease that was rising up his gullet.
‘She was boarded before she was sunk, several of her crew killed, including the captain, and the
rest captured and taken to the Japanese port of Kobe. They were disembarked in Kobe while waiting t
be loaded onto another German ship. That’s when one of our agents managed to speak briefly to
members of the crew. We’ve been able to confirm their identity and…’—he paused, steadying himse
—‘we have no reason to disbelieve their story.’
‘Which is?’
‘While the German boarding party was on board the Automedon, they discovered the ship’s safe
in the strong room. They blew it open. Got everything inside it. Decoding tables, maps of harbour
defences, minefields, intelligence reports, the lot.’
‘Such material is the currency of war. This surely amounts to little more than loose change.’
But Menzies was shaking his head. ‘That’s not it, I’m afraid. While they were making their tour
of the ship, they also found the body of an Admiralty courier. Beside him was one of our security
bags. It seems he was in the process of throwing it overboard when…Well, he didn’t make it. Neither
did the bag.’
Churchill knew of these bags. Green canvas, with brass eyelets to allow the water in and lead
weights sewn inside to ensure that the bag and its contents sank quickly to the bottom of the ocean.
The couriers were instructed to defend these bags with their lives. The courier on the Automedon
appeared to have done precisely that.
‘It seems,’ Menzies said slowly, as if every word had suddenly become a burden, ‘that inside the
pouch was a letter addressed to Brooke-Popham.’ The name needed no elaboration. Air Chief Marsha

Sir Robert Brooke-Popham was the British Commander-in-Chief, Far East, based in Singapore. His
was one of the most sensitive and difficult commands anywhere in the Empire.
‘Usual routine for top secret material,’ Menzies continued. ‘Instructions that it be opened by no
other hand et cetera et cetera.’ He sipped at his whisky, but appeared to find no enjoyment in it. His
lips were tightly pursed. ‘When the German ship reached Japan, the letter apparently found its way to
the German Ambassador in Tokyo—we have that from intercepts—and he in turn handed it on to
Kondo.’
‘Kondo?’
‘The Vice Chairman of the Japanese Imperial Naval General Staff.’
Churchill stared into the cold, empty hearth. ‘And what did the letter contain?’
‘It was…dear God, I think you’ll remember it, Prime Minister.’ Menzies sighed, his shoulders
falling in discouragement. ‘A copy of the analysis drawn up by our Chiefs of Staff on our ability to
defend ourselves in the Far East in the event that the Japanese declare war on us.’
Churchill froze. He did not stir for many moments, but the glass in his hand tilted as his fingers
seemed to lose all sensation. The only sound in the room was the slow dripping of whisky onto the
carpet.
Eventually a tremor came to his lips. ‘What on earth was it doing on a tramp steamer like the
Automedon?’
‘It’s a tangled little tale,’ Menzies said, finding comfort now that he would be able to offload the
burden—and, with it, much of the blame—onto other shoulders. ‘Apparently the War Office didn’t
want the paper to get to Singapore too quickly—not in the middle of the difficult negotiations with th
Australians—you know what’s been happening. They’ve been pestering us with demands for more an
more British reinforcements to be sent to the Far East, while we’ve been insisting that there is no rea
need. So apparently it was felt that the paper would only…How can I put it?’
‘Complicate the situation.’
‘Precisely.’
‘They decided to cover their arses,’ Churchill growled. ‘They would send it, but so slowly that b
the time it arrived it might be buried in obsolescence. Of no use to—and no blame upon—anyone.’
‘I think that’s a reasonably accurate summary, yes. They also wanted to get it to Singapore in a
manner that would arouse no suspicion. So they…’
‘Put it on a rust bucket.’
‘That seems to be about the measure of it, Prime Minister. I’m so very sorry.’
But Churchill was no longer listening. His face was flushed with both anger and anguish as his
mind cast back to the contents of the paper that he himself had commissioned. It ran to seventy-eight
closely argued paragraphs and came to one damning conclusion—a conclusion so devastating that he
had refused to allow it to be discussed even by his War Cabinet.
Churchill leant forward, as though wanting to spring at the other man, fixing him in the eye. ‘Th
Japanese have it? You are sure?’
His stare was returned.
‘On the basis of what we know, it seems all but certain.’
‘Then may God preserve us.’
The Chiefs of Staff had concluded that the British couldn’t beat the Japanese. Not a chance, not
on their own. Hong Kong, Malaya, Singapore, all the territories and possessions of the British in the
Far East, the jewels of their Empire, were virtually defenceless. Waiting to be plundered.
And the Japanese knew it.

A little later, as Churchill climbed the stairs to bed, he found himself accompanied by an
unfamiliar and deeply troubling sensation. Only in the middle of the night, when he was still
struggling to sleep, did he finally recognize the ruffian.
It was fear.

TWO

Anthony Eden, the Foreign Secretary, was a man of both power and charm; some even said that he
would be the next Prime Minister. Yet beneath his suave and immaculately groomed exterior there
were occasions when he betrayed the inner tension that left him thin and always anxious.
‘Try hanging it on the other wall, will you?’ he instructed tersely.
The two workmen cast a disdainful eye at the politician. ‘Not the only thing that could do with a
little hanging,’ one of them muttered darkly, but out of earshot. ‘This wall, that wall, whichever wall
he wants, it’s still only a ruddy painting.’
Eden turned from his examination of the panelling. ‘You have a problem?’
‘Not really.’
‘Speak up, man. Better in than out.’
‘Well, sir, I don’t understand why we have to move the blessed thing at all. Been there long
enough. Why do we have to move it just ‘cos some Americans are coming?’
‘Because it’s George the Third.’
The explanation was met with a blank stare.
‘He was mad,’ Eden continued.
‘But still a king,’ the workman countered doggedly. ‘Our king.’
‘I take your point. But kings aren’t particularly popular with Americans. Particularly this one.’
The towering portrait of George III with its ornate gilt frame had dominated the meeting room o
the Foreign Office since, well, ever since anyone could remember, but now it was to be moved. Eden
had instructed that all appropriate arrangements were to be made for welcoming the forthcoming
American delegation and had clearly come to the conclusion that a portrait of the mad king who had
helped ignite the American Revolution would cast an inappropriate shadow over proceedings. It had t
be moved somewhere less prominent.
‘Let’s try it on the other wall,’ he suggested, waving an elegant cuff but without much sign of
conviction.
The workman and his partner didn’t move a muscle.
‘What?’
‘Not going to work. Not there. Not anywhere,’ the workman said.
‘Why on earth not?’ Eden enquired, stuffing his thumbs deep into the pockets of his waistcoat.
‘Look at it, sir.’ The workman took a step forward. ‘It’s just too big. Turn his face to the wall an
you’re still going to see his ermine slippers sticking out underneath. It’s enormous.’ Then, less loudly
‘And we should know. Been moving it all morning.’
Eden cast a dark eye at the workman. He had thought him a monarchist, but now he suspected
him of being simply a troublemaker. ‘Are you a Communist?’
‘What?’
‘Oh, never mind.’
The Foreign Secretary went back to examining his dilemma while the workman picked at the
fragment of his cigarette with a broken orange fingernail. ‘Why the hell we have to be so nice to the
bloody Yanks is beyond me,’ he said, turning to his colleague. ‘Late for the last war, they was. Run

away from this war. Doing nothing but sitting on their backsides in Wall Street and soaking us dry.’
Suddenly Eden turned, furious. He’d heard. ‘We need them because right now we have no one
else.’ He strode up to the man who he was now certain was a Bolshevik. ‘Where else do you think
we’ll get the destroyers and other weapons we need to win this war?’
But the workman was not to be cowed. He was no revolutionary, but in his eyes it was Eden and
his kind who had got them into this bloody war in the first place. If he was to be asked for his opinion
he was going to give it.
‘I hear we can’t afford it. Can’t afford the Americans as friends.’
Eden snorted in exasperation. That was the difficulty with men such as this who wandered into
every corner and crevice of the Foreign Office. They heard too much, yet understood so little. ‘Of
course we can’t afford it, but that’s no longer the point. The Americans have suggested they lend us
the matériel instead, for the duration of the war. We borrow everything—the bombers, fighters, ships
guns, tanks, vehicles—then afterwards give them back. It’s called Lend-Lease.’
‘But not fighting…’
‘Not fighting, exactly. But assisting. Making it possible for us to win the war. A partnership.’ He
clapped his hands. ‘But that’s it!’ he cried. ‘We could get another picture. Put it alongside.
Something…well…American. Don’t we have something down in the basement?’
‘We’ve got a George Washington somewhere,’ the workman’s colleague began.
‘Splendid! Fetch it up. Put it alongside. It’ll balance the whole thing out.’
The workman was less enthused. ‘Stupid pillock,’ he said softly and very slowly to his colleague
‘We’ll be shifting pictures all ruddy afternoon.’
Which is precisely what happened. They hauled and sweated their way up from the basement wi
the new portrait, a remnant from the State Visit of President Woodrow Wilson in 1918. The basemen
was three floors down. Which meant three floors back up. But no matter how much they shifted the
paintings around the room, still it would not work. The portrait of the first American President was
only a fraction the size of the umpteenth English king, and in whatever position they were tried, the
result looked more like deliberate insult than diplomatic master stroke. Eden eventually threw up his
hands in despair.
‘You’ll have to take them both down to the basement,’ he said.
‘What? Take down the King?’ the workman asked in bewilderment. ‘To the basement?’
‘We can’t afford to offend the Americans. There’s no other way,’ the Foreign Secretary
announced before examining his pocket watch and rushing from the room. He left the workman
squatting on his haunches, trying to manufacture another spindly cigarette.
‘Take down the King? To the basement?’ he kept saying over and over, as if through repetition h
would come to understanding. ‘Makes you wonder, don’t it?’
‘What’s that?’ his colleague asked.
‘Who the bloody hell’s in charge here.’
The bathroom was small, narrow and hopelessly impractical. It had no windows and only the most
rudimentary of ventilation systems, and was buried behind several feet of concrete. The planners who
had built the fortified Annexe around the corner from Downing Street had wanted to ensure that,
whatever else happened to him, Churchill wasn’t going—in his own words—‘to be blown out of his
own bloody bath’. It was no idle threat; bath time was one of his set rituals. He would throw himself
into the water, submerging completely, then surface once more, blowing like a whale. In between
dives he would reflect, dictate, compose and shout orders, all the while cheating outrageously on the
maximum level of bath water recommended by his own scrimping Government.

A flustered assistant came stumbling from the room, brow beaded in sweat, his glasses steamed,
his notebook crumpled, the ink running down the page, nearly knocking into Randolph as he fled.
Another male secretary was hovering, waiting his turn to go in, and Sawyers was fussing away near a
hand, but both of them drew back as the Prime Minister’s son appeared, clad in the service dress of a
captain, No. 8 Commando.
‘Papa?’ Randolph said, standing in the doorway. He took a step forward and was immediately
enveloped in a fog of condensation, through which the outline of his father began to emerge, pink,
perspiring, standing in front of the sink, shaving, completely naked.
‘Don’t shut that door,’ Winston snapped, wiping away at the mirror. ‘Not unless you want me to
cut my own damned throat.’
‘Why don’t you bathe in St James’s Park,’ Randolph said. ‘It could scarcely be more public.’
‘Whaddya mean?’
‘You think Hitler wanders around the Reichs Chancellery waving his baubles about? It’s so
bloody undignified.’
They couldn’t help arguing. Always had. For them it was like breath, and love, and light—as
natural as the dew following the night.
‘I blame myself,’ Churchill began testily, ‘for sending you to the wrong type of school. Private
showers and all that nonsense. It’s unhealthy. Encourages misconduct when you’re behind locked
doors. And lack of candour when you’re not.’ He resumed scraping away the soap on his chin with a
large open-bladed razor. ‘At Harrow, we used to be naked all the time, in the swimming pool, in the
showers. That’s when I first met the men who now occupy some of the highest positions in the land—
men of the cloth and of the law, even some in my own Cabinet. That’s why they all trust me. They
know I have nothing to hide.’ He threw the blade into the sink and began groping for a towel.
‘Nakedness teaches you to look another man directly in the eye.’
‘Better still, not to trust him behind your back.’
Churchill turned. ‘Let’s not argue, Randolph. Not on your last day. Not before you leave for the
warrior’s life in the desert.’
‘Cairo is scarcely the desert, Papa. Must you romanticize everything?’
‘There will be nothing romantic in what is about to take place in the Middle East. Where you are
going could yet prove to be the fulcrum of the whole war.’
‘Is that why we’ve been sent by those weevils in the War Office to train amongst the ice floes of
the Clyde? So we can serve in the Middle East?’
‘From what I’ve heard, the officers of your regiment appear to have undertaken most of their
training in the bar rooms and fleshpots of Glasgow.’
‘What else is there to do on a winter’s night in such a God-awful place?’
They were at it again. Bristling. Born to fight. And Randolph carried with him the appalling
burden for a fighting man of being the son of a Prime Minister. No one took him seriously. He wante
to be part of this war and was desperate to be sent overseas in search of action, for whatever else they
might say about him, he was no coward. He’d joined his father’s old regiment, the 4th Hussars, in the
hope it would get him sent to a battlefront, but they made it no further than Hull—held back, it was
said, because he was his father’s son. So he had transferred to a commando unit—surely there would
be action there. But only brawls on the street with Scotsmen. So the bathroom became a battleground
too.
Suddenly the moment was broken by a familiar voice.
‘If you’ll excuse me, Mr Randolph.’

Sawyers, damn the man. When he issued a request it carried all the authority of high command,
even with his lisp. Reluctantly Randolph made way as the valet placed a set of carefully laundered sil
underwear over the wooden towel rail, but his real purpose was to scold them both, reminding them
that this might prove to be their last moment together on earth and they might never have the
opportunity of forgiving or forgetting what was said between them. The servant managed to convey a
this with no more than a raised eyebrow.
Churchill took his valet’s cue. ‘My darling boy,’ he said, and instantly a truce was declared. ‘Yo
are about to embark upon the greatest adventure of your lifetime, and I know that whatever it is you
are about to do will be done with honour and with formidable distinction.’
He finished climbing into his underwear and dressing gown, and was decent once again. ‘You
know, Randolph, nine months ago when I became Prime Minister, I promised the people victory.
Victory whatever the cost; that’s what I told them. They have borne the terrible cost yet seen preciou
little of the victory. So I beg you—be brave, fight boldly. The Middle East may not be the place wher
the final triumph is decided, but let it at least be where it is begun.’
‘I’ll do my best, Papa.’
‘Brighter days lie ahead, of that I am certain. So in everything you do, be a Churchill!’
And they embraced.
‘But how shall we win, Papa—finally?’
‘Not alone. With others.’
‘What others?’
‘The Americans, of course.’
‘The Americans?’
‘They have already taken the first step. President Roosevelt has declared that his country will
become the great arsenal of democracy.’
‘Hah! He got that almost right,’ Randolph said, his tone mocking.
‘He’s agreed to lease and lend us all the materials we need,’ his father responded forcefully.
‘So that we can scrabble around as her mercenaries?’
‘It is an act of unprecedented generosity.’
‘Or unprincipled calculation! The Americans sit back and make their profits while we fight their
war. The only time they ever come into a war is when it’s all but bloody over. Then they’ll crawl out
from their bunkers in time to pick the pockets of the wounded.’
‘The Americans will join us! Not just as supporters and suppliers but as combatants, too. They
will join with us. That I promise you.’
‘Papa, what strange world are you living in? You know what Roosevelt has said, time and again.
Fight to the last Briton!’
‘Oh, but you are cruel. The President has had to act cautiously.’
‘What? You mean he’s had to keep his clothes on! He won’t step into the showers with us and he
daren’t look the American voters in the eye.’
Their voices were rising once again.
‘Statesmen practise the art of the possible, Randolph.’
‘Roosevelt has the moral compass of a piece of driftwood!’
‘Such things take time.’
‘And precisely how much time do you think we have, Papa?’
‘That may well depend upon what you and your brother officers achieve in the Middle East.’
‘Then I’d better get out there,’ Randolph snapped, turning away, carried along relentlessly by hi

addiction to argument.
‘My boy!’ Winston called, despairing. ‘Not—like this. Not to war.’ Tears began to puddle in his
eyes. ‘You know I love you.’
The words stopped Randolph in mid-stride. Slowly he turned back, and his father rushed to
embrace him.
‘I’m sorry, Papa,’ Randolph sighed. ‘I fear I’m not good company at the moment. Been trying to
sort out my affairs before I go, but…You know these things. So silly when you set them against war
and what’s happening.’
‘You have troubles?’
He shrugged. ‘A few bills I’d completely forgotten about.’
Ah, that again. ‘How much?’ the old man asked jadedly.
‘Just a couple of hundred.’ He was unable to return his father’s steady gaze. ‘Not going to happe
again, I promise you—promised Pam—I’ve given up gambling. Washed my hands of it. Mug’s game
No bloody good at it, anyway.’ He tried to make light of it—just as he had done last time.
‘I shall write you another cheque.’
‘That…would be splendid, Papa. For Pam. Mean a lot to her. And allow me to go off with a clea
conscience.’
‘I shall hold you to your promise.’
But Randolph was already brighter, his confidence returning. ‘And I shall hold you to yours. Dra
America into this war, and I swear—on my life as a soldier, Papa—I’ll never gamble another brass
farthing.’
Churchill’s blue eyes were fixed on his son, trying to tie him to the spot, not wanting him to
leave, knowing this moment might be their last. ‘May God give me enough time,’ he said softly.
‘Little by little, step by step, they will be drawn to the fight. They must. Otherwise all this suffering,
all the sacrifice, the lives that have been given up…’—he faltered slightly—‘and those that are yet to
be given up will have been in vain.’
‘I must go, Papa. I have a job to do.’
‘And so have I.’
‘We have an understanding?’
‘I give you my word.’
Once more Randolph threw himself into his father’s arms, then he was gone, with his father’s
tears fresh upon his cheeks.
Churchill watched him go. For a long time he stood on the spot, reaching out after his son’s
shadow, clinging to the echo of his words, wondering if they would ever see each other again. Then h
whispered.
‘Not today, Randolph, not tomorrow perhaps, but they will come. Before it is too late. I promise
you.’

The rocket was one of Churchill’s ‘little toys’. He was fond of his toys. He had set up a specialist
group of boffins and pyromaniacs to produce them—‘any new weapon, tool or war-thing that might
assist us in the task of smashing the enemy to smithereens,’ as he had put it. The official designation
of the group was MD1, but to most it was known simply as the ‘Singed Eyebrow Squad’.
This morning they were testing a small rocket, no more than three feet in height. What the

precise purpose of the weapon was to be, no one was entirely sure; the purpose would come later, afte
the principle had been proven. Churchill had gathered an unusually large group for the weekend; not
only family and personal aides, but two Americans and an assortment of braid from all three services
with a couple of Ministers thrown in for ballast. After breakfast they had gathered on Beacon Hill
overlooking Chequers, wrapped in overcoats and scarves against the chill February air, the low sun
casting long shadows while an inspection party of crows flew languidly overhead. Those responsible
for the day’s matinée scurried like grave-snatchers through the mist in the pasture below, while
Sawyers weaved his way through the entourage on the hilltop dispensing coffee and shots of whisky.
‘Faster, man,’ Churchill encouraged, ‘or we’ll all freeze.’
‘If we’re going to invite a three-ring circus every weekend, we’ll be needing more hands to help
‘What? Are you saying you can’t cope?’
‘I can. Boiler can’t.’
‘What the hell’s the boiler got to do with winning the war?’
‘Do yer know where Mr Hopkins goes to read his papers?’
Churchill began to growl, his breath condensing in the slow-warming air and giving him the
impression of an elderly dragon. It was bluff, and Sawyers knew it.
‘He goes to the bathroom,’ the servant continued.
‘I often read my papers in the bath.’
‘He’s not in the bath but in his overcoat. Only place in the whole house that’s kepping warm. So
he tekks his work into the bathroom and disappears, like, for a couple of hour. Inconvenient fer other
guests, so it is.’
Hopkins was frail, American and of huge importance. Churchill thrust out his small tumbler for
another shot of warming whisky.
‘So what are you suggesting?’
‘Like I say, we need help. More hands. Two more maids.’
‘Two?’ Churchill protested.
‘Two, if we’re to kepp a fire in every room and clean sheets on beds. And help poor Mrs
Landemare. She’s not getting any younger.’
Oh, but he was playing the game, and with consummate skill. Sawyers understood his master as
well as any man, his foibles, his vanities, his indulgences. His meanness and his dislike of new faces,
too.
‘We don’t need two, dammit. This is a war headquarters, not a holiday resort.’
‘I’m sure Mr Willkie don’t mind sleeping in a British general’s sheets, but what wi’ boiler being
in such poor shape, I’m afraid there weren’t time to launder ‘em, like, before he arrived.’
Churchill snorted in alarm. Upsetting Mrs Landemare would have consequences creeping close t
the point of disaster; upsetting the Americans might take them far beyond. Hopkins was a close frien
of Roosevelt, while Willkie had been his opponent in the last presidential election. They had arrived
as the President’s personal emissaries—‘to check up on me’, as Churchill had grumbled in
exasperation. And to check up on Britain. Roosevelt had announced the principle of Lend-Lease but
now he needed to decide how much to send and to lend. Some of his advisers had been whispering in
his ear that he wouldn’t be getting much of it back, that most of it might soon be falling into the
clutches of the German High Command. So he had sent Hopkins and Willkie to test the temper of bot
the country and its wayward leader: as the President had put it to Hopkins, ‘we need to know whether
the Brits will carry on fighting—and whether Churchill will ever stop.’
Churchill knew all this, knew that his American guests had been sent to spy, and he had

responded by trying to seduce and suborn them. Their conclusions—and therefore their comforts—
were of immense importance. It was the opportunity Sawyers had been waiting for.
‘A ship lost for ha’p’orth of tar,’ he mused, ‘and a war for an unlaundered sheet.’ He shook his
head in mock resignation.
‘One!’ Churchill proclaimed defiantly, but knowing he had lost. ‘One extra maid. That’s as far a
we go.’ He glared at Sawyers. ‘And you’d better make sure she’s up to the job.’
Oh, but she was. Sawyers had already made sure of that. A niece of Mrs Landemare’s husband.
French, but almost one of the family.
‘I’ll do me best,’ the servant sighed, turning away to tend to the guests, and to smile.
In the valley below, the huddle of technicians had broken and a man was waving his arm
furiously. From on top of the viewing hill, an officer of the Royal Artillery returned the signal and
came hurrying across to Churchill.
‘Permission to proceed, Prime Minister?’
‘Unless you’d prefer us all to freeze first.’
And there was more waving, and scurrying to a safe distance in the valley below, followed by
several tense moments of—nothing. While Churchill stamped his foot in impatience, the Americans
turned and smiled graciously. The moments stretched. The senior officers seemed grim and the
Ministers embarrassed. Yet suddenly, beneath them, the mists parted like a biblical sea and they saw
the rocket beginning to climb into the air. It was hesitant at first, as though uncertain of its direction,
the steam and smoke from its motor bursting forth in fits and starts, until it had climbed to perhaps
fifty feet in height. Then the engine coughed. The rocket seemed to lose faith. It pitched over.
It was at this point, as all seemed lost, that the machine found its life once more and roared into
action. It headed straight for the group on top of the hill, leaving a trail of angry, swirling vapours
behind it. The circling crows cried in alarm as everyone on the ground scattered like mice, their stick
flying, hats tumbling, all dignity gone, until with one final bullying roar the weapon embedded itself
not twenty feet from where they had been standing.
Sawyers alone had not moved. As the smoke and panic finally dissolved, the others collected
their wits and fallen headgear, and rose to find him still holding a tray brimming with glasses. Not a
drop had been spilled.
Churchill was panting; he had shown surprising agility for a man of his years. As the others
gathered round he waved in the direction of the stillsmouldering rocket. ‘Needs a little tweaking, don
you think?’
‘Winston,’ Hopkins said, reaching for a drink, ‘if it does that to us, think what it might do to the
damned Germans. You might yet win the war. Terrorize them into surrender.’
‘Yes, somehow cannonballs seem so much more logical. In celebration of which I think perhaps
we shall watch the Nelson film tonight,’ Churchill announced.
‘Lucky man, was the admiral,’ Sawyers muttered as he gathered up the remaining glasses.
‘What are you grumbling about, man?’
‘A pot o’ powder and a bit o’ breeze, that’s all he ever asked. Like a personal valet, he was. Only
thing he ever wanted was tools to finish the job. One extra maid. How are we supposed to manage wi’
just one extra maid?’
‘The tools to finish the job?’ Suddenly Churchill let out a roar of merriment and clapped the
servant on the shoulder. ‘Sawyers, at times you can be brilliant. You are simply too stupid to realize
the fact. Ah, but you are fortunate to serve a man like me, someone who is able to pick the diamonds
out from the slag heap of your mind.’

Sawyers stared back blankly.
‘Hurry up, man,’ Churchill barked. ‘We’ll be wanting luncheon in a little while.’ And with that
he strode happily down the hill.

The broadcast he made the following evening from Chequers was his first in five months. It was still
being written right up to the moment of delivery. It bore no resemblance to any earlier draft, for
Sawyers’ moment of insight had unleashed a flood of fresh thoughts.
Churchill sat at his working table surrounded by the books and oil paintings that filled the walls
of the Hawtrey Room, his back to the fire, his script lit by nothing more than a single bulb beneath a
green shade, the atmosphere dense and theatrical, almost conspiratorial. He was still scribbling fresh
thoughts in the margin of his typed script even as the sound engineer, standing in the doorway,
indicated it was time. A growl grew in his throat, a little like the sound of a torpedo about to burst
from its tube, and he had begun.
He welcomed them, reassured them, drew them in, recounted to them what they already knew,
but gave them fresh heart in the retelling.
After the heavy defeats of the German Air Force by our fighters in August and September, Herr
Hitler did not dare attempt the invasion of this island, although he had every need to do so and
had made vast preparations. Baffled in this mighty project, he sought to break the spirit of the
British nation by the bombing, first of London and afterwards of our great cities.
He made it seem like times past. Oh, if only they were…
It has now been proved, to the admiration of the world, and of our friends in the United States,
that this form of blackmail by murder and terrorism, so far from weakening the spirit of the
British nation, has only roused it to a more intense and universal flame than was ever seen
before!

Through the words of defiance they could hear him sipping his whisky, wetting his lips for what
was to come.
All through these dark winter months the enemy has had the power to drop three or four tons of
bombs upon us for every ton we could send to Germany in return.
If he seemed to falter a little, it was only for dramatic emphasis, to lead them on.
We are arranging so that presently this will be rather the other way around…
Defiance—and mockery. The universal sign that the British were not yet completely buggered.
Meanwhile, London and our big cities have had to stand their pounding. They remind me of the
British squares at Waterloo. They are not squares of soldiers. They do not wear scarlet coats.
They are just ordinary English, Scottish and Welsh folk—men, women and children—standing
steadfastly together. But their spirit is the same, their glory is the same, and in the end their
victory will be greater than far-famed Waterloo!
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